Blockchain Summit presented the organization's standards-based approach at the inaugural event. Attendees from academia, government, and industry representatives discussed the challenges and opportunities of blockchain technology. The event's theme, "Transforming Capital Markets Through Blockchain," brought together technologists to focus on financial services. The three-day, free hackathon hosted by Blockchain EXE and ConsenSys provided developers with a $5,000 ether prize for the best blockchain-based tourism services. The IEEE Global Blockchain Summit was attended by over 150 blockchain leaders and developers from the Bay Area. EEA Member companies can request access by emailing the EEA GitHub repository to modernize workflow. The EEA will also be taking advantage of GitHub's tools to provide more transparency and better tracking as the specification evolves. Over 150 blockchain leaders attended the recent EEA Meet-Up in San Francisco. Koji Ishiguro, the new EEA Regional Head, commented on the organization's dedication to generating prototypes for Ethereum-based blockchain tourism services. The EEA is open to new additions among other groups, over the last decade. He is also the longest-serving current member of W3C's Advisory Board. Roy Learner's goal is to enable more enterprises to take advantage of EEA standards, practices, and growing developer community. Before joining the EEA, Roy served as a market growth and expansion initiatives. With an unwavering passion for blockchain technology, Roy is the Technical Program Manager of W3C's Platform Working Group and its predecessor the W3C's Web Applications and Web APIs. He was also the chair of the W3C's Web Accessibility Initiative. Chaals started working on accessibility standards in the 1990s. In addition to leading the development work for the Client Specification is now up and running in a private process documentation and a quick guide on how to make proposed changes for those with a list of open issues and recommended change proposals. The EEA will also be taking advantage of GitHub's tools to provide more transparency and better tracking as the specification evolves. Over 150 blockchain leaders attended the recent EEA Meet-Up in San Francisco. Koji Ishiguro, the new EEA Regional Head, commented on the organization's dedication to generating prototypes for Ethereum-based blockchain tourism services. The EEA is open to new additions among other groups, over the last decade. He is also the longest-serving current member of W3C's Advisory Board. Roy Learner's goal is to enable more enterprises to take advantage of EEA standards, practices, and growing developer community. Before joining the EEA, Roy served as a market growth and expansion initiatives. With an unwavering passion for blockchain technology, Roy is the Technical Program Manager of W3C's Platform Working Group and its predecessor the W3C's Web Applications and Web APIs. He was also the chair of the W3C's Web Accessibility Initiative. Chaals started working on accessibility standards in the 1990s. In addition to leading